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ABSTRACT
Existing efforts to address one-to-one matching such as User
Identity Linkage (UIL) problem is mature, but technique to
solve one-to-many is still unexplored. Inspired by the re-
cent successes of deep learning in different tasks, especially
in automatic feature extraction and representation, we pro-
pose a deep neural network based approach for scholars’
matching with auxiliary nodes to help with network compo-
sition. We provide a datasets with 6,000 scholars, introduce
some auxiliary nodes to help to construct scholars’ network,
samples the networks and learns to encode network nodes
into vector representation to capture local and global net-
work structures which, in turn, can be used to align anchor
nodes through deep neural networks. A dual learning based
paradigm is exploited to learn how to transfer knowledge
and update the linkage using the policy gradient method.
Experiments conducted on our dataset can shown our ap-
proach is effective, but only by human check.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scholars with equal status and similar academic experience
(due to communication etiquette, knowledge level, social sta-
tus, etc.) are more likely to build good cooperative relation-
ships and produce better academic results. However, state-
of-art scholars matching (in other words, scholars recom-
mendation) usually use keywords of research fields or direct
relationships between two scholars(such as cooperations).

Recently, Graph neural networks or graph embeddings has
attracted wide attention (Battaglia et al. 2018; Cai, Zheng,
and Chang 2018). Graph neural networks have been effec-
tive at tasks thought to have rich relational structure and
can preserve global structure information of a graph in graph
embeddings. Inspired by this, we try to view this problem as
a specific form of User Identity Linkage, and use graph em-

beddings to solve it. A typical solution is Deeplink [?], which
use graph embedding to solve one-to-one matching prob-
lem in social network. Nevertheless, in real word’s datasets,
we don’t have scholar network, let alone anchor point pairs
used in Deeplink. Meanwhile, our problem is a one-to-many
matching.

In this work, we propose a graph neural network-based ap-
proach for scholars matching. To summarize, our contribu-
tions are as follows:

• Provide a datasets with more than 6,000 scholars as
well as their schools, rank and research fields. Both
raw dataset and processed dataset are available.

• Introduce auxiliary nodes beyond the scholar nodes, in
order to facilitate the construction of scholars network
as well as the network will have more information for
training.

• Modify Deeplink’s structure to tackle one-to-many prob-
lems more accurately.

• Introduce two-way selection algorithm to get the final
matching results.

2. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the basic terminology in the
setting of our proposed approach, and present a few formal
definition in that context.

2.1 Problem Definition
Given the scholars networks in China and the United States,
find matching scholars with comparable academic ability, so
as to explore potential academic cooperation between China
and the United States.

Definition 1. Scholars Networks. A graph of all scholar
nodes in the scope.

Definition 2. Matching Scholars. Binary group (x, y),
where x and y belong to the scholars’ figure A and B which
are not contained.

Definition 3. Comparable Academic Ability. The scholars’
school has similar ranking in the world, are interested in the
same area, has won the same (level) awards and etc.



2.2 Process Model Definition
Definition 1. Construct Scholars Network. Given a set
of u1, u2, · · · , um scholars with their rank, school and inter-
ested fields, connect scholars to constuct a network. In this
work, the scholars networks not only include scholars nodes,
but aslo auxiliary nodes such as rank, school and field nodes.
These nodes should be connected into the scholar network
as well.

Definition 2. Network Embedding Model. Given a set of
u1, u2, · · · , um scholars in network G, NEM learns to rep-
resent each ui with a vector ui with a vector v (ui) ∈ Rd,
where d is the dimensionality of the latent space.

Definition 3. Preliminary Scholars Matching. Given any
two scholar networks Gs and Gt, the goal of PSM is to predict
that any user us chosen from Ut’s top 100 best matches
scholars ut.

Definition 4. Graph Mapping Function. The function Φ is
defined as a mapping from Gs to Gt, such that for each ui ∈
Gs and its latent space vector v (ui) , we have Φ (v (ui)) =
v (u′

i) , u
′
i ∈ Gt. We also denote the inverse mapping as

Φ−1 (v (uj)) = v
(
u′
j

)
, where uj ∈ Gt and u′

j ∈ Gs

Generally, the mapping function Φ is unknown for a given
G and the objective of our work is to learn a bilateral map-
ping

(
Φ and Φ−1

)
such that the two networks Gs and Gt

are aligned by maximizing the similarity of all aligned pairs
(v (ui) ,v (uj)) .

Definition 5. Two-way Selection Algorithm. A and X are
valid pairs only if A is in the match of X, and X is in the
match of A.

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Data Collection and Processing (Jingyao

Tang)
Data Collection. Our Datasets including two sub-datasets:
scholars of China and scholars of US. Chinese scholars and
their personal details are collected from CCF membership
information in Acemap database. Excluding incomplete in-
formation, there were 2,734 persons in total. As for US
scholars, we use python crawler to collect innformation from
https://drafty.cs.brown.edu/ (This website is currently
unavailable). Excluding incomplete information, there were
3,449 persons in total.

Figure 1: Raw datasets of Chinese scholars

Data Processing. Raw datasets are full of repeated or
invalid information. Moreover, part of the information is

Figure 2: Raw datasets of American scholars

expressed in natural language, which is not conducive to
the next processing, especially the data of Chinese scholars.
For American scholars’ field, we split ’&’ in SubField, each
part as a field. For Chinese scholars’ field, get rid of the
stop words and messy code and split use words with similar
meanings as ”and”, manual error correction is also needed.
Since US only has three ranks, we try to align Chinese ranks
witn US (Details can be seen in the code). Then, all of this
information is converted to ID for later network composition.
In the end, there are 67 affilations, 624 fields for Chinese
scholars, 90 schools, 38 fields for American scholars.

Figure 3: Processing datasets of Chinese scholars

3.2 Build Scholars Network(Jingyao Tang)
3.2.1 Link Scholars in Same Country
Normarlly, in graph construction area, scholars should be
linked to each other directly. However, lack of the link in-
formation motivates us to introduce auxiliary nodes. Our
link rules can be expressed as follows.

• Scholars with top rank directly connect with their schools.
Second-rank scholars link to top-rank scholars with
same school and same interested fields. If there is
no scholars meet the criteria, link them with school.
Third-rank scholars are the same, but first try to link
with second-ranks, then top-ranks, finally the schools.

• For Chinese schools, split them into C9, 985, 211 and
other schools (There is no intersection between these
groups). For American schools, use QS ranks to split
them into top 50, top 300, top 1000 and others, so

https://drafty.cs.brown.edu/


Figure 4: Processing datasets of American scholars

as to make those groups has similar size with Chinese
groups. Schools in each groups link to each other.

• Link scholars with their interested fields.

Figure 5: The method of linking edge improvement among
scholars in the same country

3.2.2 Link Scholars in Different Country
In UIL, datasets usually including anchor points pairs. How-
ever, it’s hard to decide which two scholars are anchor pairs.
Consider this, we only connect auxiliary nodes instead of
scholar nodes between two networks. Our link rules can be
expressed as follows.

• A school will be linked with the school in other net-
works that has the most closest QS rank.

• Similar majors will be linked between two graphs.

3.2.3 Advantages
• Reduced the number of manually tagged anchor node

pairs required.

• The difficulty of anchor node pair construction is re-
duced effectively.

• Training is faster due to fewer anchor nodes.

3.3 Graph Embedding(Le Zhou)
The central idea of Graph Embedding is to find a mapping
function that converts each node in the network into a po-
tential representation of low dimensions. It is convenient for
computing and storage, and no need to manually mention
features (self-adaptability). In this work, we try to use deep
walk, struc2vec and LINE to accomplish graph embedding.
Consider training time and effectiveness, we finally choose
deep walk as embedding method.

DeepWalk bridges the gap between network embedding and
word embedding by treating nodes as words and generating
short random walks as sentences. Neural language models
such as word2vec can then be applied to these random walks
to obtain network embeddings.

The advantage is first that it can generate random walks on
demand. As the word2vec model is also optimized for each
sample, the combination of the random walk and word2vec
makes DeepWalk an online algorithm. Second, DeepWalk is
scalable, and the process of generating the random walk and
optimizing the word2vec model is highly efficient and trivial
parallelism.

3.4 Deep Learning Model(Le Zhou)
After obtaining the embedding vector for each nodes in graph,
we turns to learn the mapping functions between any two
SNGs based on the anchor nodes by using two CNNs. Given
each labeled anchor node pair (ui, uj ) and their represen-
tation vectors (v(ui), v(uj)) (i.e. matched auxiliary nodes),
we learns mapping Φ(v(ui) by minimizing the loss function
below:

ℓ (v (ui) ,v (uj)) = min (1− cos (Φ (v (ui)) ,v (uj)))

where cos(·) is the cosine similarity between mapped vector
Φ (v (ui)) from Gs and the embedding representation v (uj)
in Gt. One of the anchor node in pairs as input and the other
as label for each training, and optimized the loss function.

To improve the effect, we replicate the dual learning in
Deeplink, which extends the training set to all nodes, ex-
tracting non-anchored nodes every few steps to train both
networks simultaneously, making the mapping function Φ
and Φ−1 cyclic consistent. The process of dual learning can
be expressed as: one node vector v(ui) use Φ(v(ui)) to map
into another network, and then use Φ−1(Φ(v(ui))) to map
back. The aim is to minimize loss function below:

ℓ(v(ui),Φ
−1(Φ(v(ui)))) = min(1−cos(v(ui),Φ

−1(Φ(v(ui))))

3.5 Two-way Selection Model(Le Zhou)
From deep learning model, for any scholar node, we choose
top 100 scholars with the most similar vector using cosine
similarity. In two-way selection model, only when both
scholars are in each other’s matching list, can they be seen
as successefully match.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We now describe a real-world datasets that we provided
above used in our experiments. Since this area is unexplored
so that lack of true labels, we will try to use human check
to express the effectiveness of our approach.



Figure 6: The method of linking edge improvement among scholars in the different country

Figure 7: Methods for graph embedding

4.1 Datasets
In this work, we use a datasets collecting and processing
based on above methods. Including auxiliary nodes, there is
3,369 nodes and 80,290 edges in Chinese scholar networks,
and 3,556 nodes with 37,630 edges in American scholar net-
works. 360 anchor points are created for training, which
only accounts for about 5% of the total number of nodes.

4.2 Results
To illustatre, we enumerate two examples here (Show as
Fig.9). And the full match results will be submitted as in-
dividual file.

As Fig.9 shown, for instance, for Lili Qiu, who is a match for
Teacher Fu, her school is ranked 65 by QS, similar to Jiao
Tong University, which is ranked 60. Her title Associate is
the same level as Teacher Fu. Moreover, they are work in
similar fields.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work, we provide a scholars network datasets, intro-
duce auxiliary nodes for network construction, proposed a
novel deep reinforcement learning based approach for one-to-
many matching problem, specifically speaking, for Chinese
and American scholars matching problem.

Our approach in networks construction can be used to tackle

Figure 8: Deep Learning Model

Figure 9: Results

similar graph embedding problem that lack of manually tagged
datasets. Moreover, the whole process can be used to ac-
complish one-to-many matching or one-to-many recommen-
dation problem.

There are several directions to be investigated in the future.

• For graph embedding, we have tried DeepWalk and
struc2vec. However they have similar performance while
DeepWalk is trained faster. Some other methods for
capturing the network structure can be tried, such as
LINE which based on BFS, may learn more details of
our network structures. Therefore, some other sample
network methods may have better performance.

• For dual learning, mature Cycle GAN structure may



be used to get performance improvement.

• For selection algorithm, other mathcing algorithms such
as stable match algorithm can be used.

6. GROUP DIVISION
Limited by structrure of paper, we divide the writing task
as very small parts, and only label the parts using name.
The student number of us is: Jingyao Tang(517030910309),
Le Zhou(517030910361). Parts without labels mean that we
write together.

The group division of us are:

• Jingyao Tang:

– Data Collection and Processing

– Build Scholars Network

• Le Zhou:

– Graph Embedding

– Deep learning model

– Two-way selection model
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